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Remember

� You should spend:

– 20 minutes on the shorter task, including up to 

5 minutes for planning.

– 40 minutes on the longer task, including up to 

10 minutes for planning.

� Each task has a planning sheet to help you to organise 

your ideas before you start. The planning sheet will not be 

marked, but using it may help you to do your best.

This booklet contains all you need for the shorter writing
task and pages for answering the longer writing task.

Total 

writing mark

Writing
answer booklet

Safety First
Shorter writing task

Something to 
Remember
Longer writing task
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Safety First

When Homer and his father went down the mine they had to follow some strict rules so that
they would be safe. For example, they had to wear special clothes such as helmets and 
strong boots.

Your task is to write safety advice for young people who are doing a new activity. 

Choose one of the following:

Swimming in the sea or a river

Skateboarding

Other (your own choice)

You should explain:

� What the risks are

� How people could avoid them

Planning

Activity (choose one):

Swimming in the sea or a river                            Skateboarding

Your own choice

Useful words
and phrases
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SAFETY ADVICE FOR
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Something to Remember

Write your first diary entry for before the event here.

Date
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Something to Remember

Write your second diary entry for after the event here.

Date
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If you need more paper, ask your teacher.
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Shorter writing task Marks

Sentence structure, punctuation and
text organisation

Composition and effect

Longer writing task Marks

Sentence structure and punctuation

Text structure and organisation

Composition and effect

Handwriting

Spelling

Total writing mark
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